**Badge bars**

Original style badge bars for early TR's.

- TR2-3 badge bar with brackets ........... 552399X ........... £106.96
- TR3A badge bar with brackets .......... 552399X ........... £63.00
- Badge to bar clip .................. GAC8041X ........... £4.10
- Optional badge mounting plate ........ GAC8042X ........... £4.55

**Uprated heaters**

The TR2-3 kit consists of a replacement high output heater, in line heater valve and comes complete with a fitting kit and instructions. The TR4-4A version consists of a high output heater box that is a direct replacement for the original.

- TR2-3 uprated heater .................. 700899X ........... £494.95
- TR4-4A uprated heater ................. 812301HX ........... £522.95

**Pro start push button**

Add that race car feel to starting your classic with the pro start push button starter switch. Easy to fit with no cutting of wires required.

- Pro start push button ................. GAC0060 ........... £38.95
- Pro start push button with LED ........ GAC0061 ........... £51.00

**Air horn kit**

Let them know your coming... Our twin air horn set includes two tone horns, a heavy duty die cast compressor, all necessary fittings and full instructions. Note: May not be legal for road use, please check local regulations.

- Dual air horn kit .................. GAC9978X ........... £33.95

**Chrome horn**

Keeping the under bonnet area looking its best is always easier when you have a few chrome parts fitted. Direct replacement horn finished in luscious chrome.

- Chrome classic horn 105mm ........ MT9143 ........... £15.25

**Windtone horn**

The distinctive sounding Lucas style windtone horns are superb replicas of the horns fitted to many classic cars.

- Windtone horn set .................. 1B9007/8 ........... £64.96

**Classic badges**

A range of quality badges for your British classic. Suitable for both grille and badge bar mounting.

- 1 BMC Drivers Club .................. GAC9967X ........... £77.95
- 2 British Motor Racing Marshalls Club GAC9987X ........... £70.96
- 3 British Racing and Sports Car Club GAC9969X ........... £22.75
- 4 BARC Brooklands .................. GAC9966X ........... £22.75
- 5 Festival of Britain .................. GAC9985X ........... £69.95
- 6 Brooklands Flying School .......... GAC9986X ........... £Call
- 7 Queen Elizabeth Commonwealth .... GAC9968X ........... £93.95
- 8 St. Christopher .................... GAC9970X ........... £63.95
- 9 RAC diamond ....................... GAC9971X ........... £75.95
- 10 RAC round laurel .................. GAC1028X ........... £75.95
- 11 RAC toothed ....................... GAC8045X ........... £28.96
- 12 England Union flag toothed ...... GAC8043X ........... £28.96
- 13 UK mainland ...................... 105-432 ........... £8.12
- 14 Union and chequered flag (42 x 24mm) . DAG000070MMM £31.94
- 15 Union flag screw fit (30 x 50mm) ... GAC4100 ........... £6.60
- 16 Union flag screw fit (35 x 57mm) - chrome GAC4101 ........... £12.95
- 17 St. Andrews Cross screw fit (35 x 57mm) GAC4109 ........... £14.95
- 18 Union flag stick on (pair) ........ CRST186 ........... £3.95
- 19 Union flag magnetic ............... MM215-330 ........... £9.20
- 20 Union flag ‘lying’ .................. DAG000080MMM £19.96
- 21 Union flag stick on - chrome ...... GAC1000CR ........... £9.16
- 22 GB letters stick on - chrome ...... MRD1034A ........... £12.80
- 23 GB letter set 3 piece - chrome .... MRD1034A ........... £10.15
Door mirrors

Triumph type door mirror
Reproduction of the original mirror offered by Triumph for TR250 and TR5 models but work just as well for TR4-4As. Single bolt fitting from the inside and suitable for lefthand and righthand mounting.

Stainless steel flat glass ............................. 622352 .... £49.96

British Leyland type door mirror
These mirrors were originally offered for TR6 models but will also fit TR4-4A models. Simple external screw fitting and suitable for lefthand and righthand mounting.

Stainless steel flat anti-glare glass RH .............. GAM258X .... £21.95
Stainless steel flat anti-glare glass LH .............. GAM259X .... £21.95
Black finish flat glass RH ............................ GAM261X .... £25.96
Black finish flat glass LH ............................ GAM262X .... £25.96

Wing mirrors

Whether you fit the early Lucas type, round mirrors or the later Leyland, rectangular style, these accessories will add that finishing touch.

Early Lucas long arm style (fixed type)
Chrome convex glass RH ........................... WM1904 .... £14.70
Chrome convex glass LH ........................... WM1905 .... £14.70
Chrome flat glass RH ............................... WM1906 .... £14.70
Chrome flat glass LH ............................... WM1907 .... £14.70
Chrome flat glass curved arm RH/LH (each) .... GAM1001 .... £29.95
Chrome flat glass cranked arm RH/LH (each) .... GAM1001X .... £29.95

Late Lucas style (spring back type)
Chrome flat glass RH/LH (each) .................. GAM118 .... £29.95
Chrome convex RH/LH (each) .................... GAM117 .... £32.95

Bullet style mirrors

Add that classic racing look with these retro polished finish bullet mirrors...

Long base mirrors
These feature a 3.75” long base and are fixed with two screws from inside the door at 2” centres. Suitable for left or righthand mounting.

Chrome flat glass ................................. GAM105 .... £16.96
Chrome convex glass ...................... GAM105C .... £23.95

Long base racing mirror
This mirror features a larger 4.25” lens with a 3” base. It is externally fitted to the mounting bracket. Suitable for left hand or right hand mounting.

Chrome flat glass ................................. 222-390 .... £27.95

British Leyland style mirrors
These feature a 3.75” long base and are plinth mounted as per British Leyland style door mirror. They are interchangeable with British Leyland type door mirror. Use adaptor plates to fit to doors with late type captive nuts.

Chrome flat glass RH .............................. GAM106 .... £53.95
Chrome flat glass LH .............................. GAM107 .... £53.95
Adaptor plate kit RH ............................... CZH1626 .... £6.25
Adaptor plate kit LH ............................... CZH1625 .... £6.25

Dual base mirror
Dual base mirror is supplied with two bases; the short base is 2.25” long and the large is 4.5” long, the mirror can be fixed to the car using either base to cover previous mirror fixing holes. Suitable for left or righthand mounting.

Dual base chrome flat glass ...................... 222-372 .... £34.96

Aluminium racing mirrors

These classic racing mirrors echo a bygone era of motorsport. Available either fully polished or satin finish with a black base, both feature a flat glass and single bolt fitting.

Polished alloy mirror (each) .................. MT9314 .... £22.96
Satin finish alloy mirror (each) .............. 222-355 .... £22.96
Boot racks

Boot racks are an extremely useful accessory, particularly when touring providing invaluable luggage space.

Lock sets

Are you fed up with fumbling through all the different keys for your car? These matched sets of locks include either locks or barrels for both doors, boot, cubby box and ignition (key in dash models).

TR3A lock set ........................................ TR3ADLS ................................ £99.95
(Pair of door handles, boot handle, cubby box lock and ignition barrel).

TR4-4A lock set .................................... TR4DLS ................................ £95.95
(Cubby box lock, pair of door lock barrels, boot handle assembly and ignition barrel).

Bolt-on boot racks

The TR2-3A bolt-on rack is made to the original pattern and fits to the boot lid hinge pins and clamps to the rear edge of the boot lid. The TR4-4A bolt-on rack fits also fits using plates under the boot lid hinges and bolts through the number plate mountings.

TR2-3A chrome ........................................ 552398 ................................ £239.95
TR2-3A stainless steel (original specification) .... ASM4 ................................ £229.96
TR4-4A stainless steel (Amco style) ................. AMCOTR4 ................................ £229.96

Bolt-on boot racks

These clamp-on boot racks are universal fitment that use rubber mounting pads and hooks to clamp to the sides of the boot lid.

Alloy .................................................. GAC4001 ................................ £59.95
Alloy with wood slats ................................. GAC4005X ................................ £64.96
Stainless steel .......................................... GAC4004SS ................................ £86.95
Stainless steel with wood slats ...................... GAC4005SS ................................ £94.96

Leather travel cases

These classically styled cases are the perfect compliment for any classic Triumph. Available in black or brown leather, they are a must have item for touring trips in your classic sports car and give valuable extra luggage space if used with a boot rack (sold separately). Also, supplied with a smart nylon rain cover, for when the weather isn’t on your side. Dimensions (approximately)
Width: 75cm (30”), Height: 18cm (7”), Depth: 43cm (17”).

These cases feature:
• Sturdy construction
• Combination locks
• Corner reinforcement with wear studs
• Leather closing straps

Leather travel case - brown ......................... GAC9812X ................................ £279.95
Leather travel case - black ......................... GAC9814X ................................ £279.95

Bonnet straps and pin set

Works style bonnet straps add a classic race & rally look to any classic car. Originally used by the factory BMC Special Tuning department to prevent unwanted opening of the bonnet these straps are perfect for those recreating that retro rally car look or just wanting peace of mind. Manufactured from high quality leather with stainless steel end plates. Available in tan or black either individually or in pairs. Or choose a set of stainless steel bonnet pins to give a modern competition look. Some bodywork modification is required to enable their use.

Bonnet strap black (single) ....................... 222-601 ................................ £13.96
Bonnet strap set black (pair) ..................... 222-602 ................................ £25.96
Bonnet strap tan (single) .......................... 222-729 ................................ £13.96
Bonnet strap set tan (pair) ....................... 222-728 ................................ £25.96
Stainless steel pin set .............................. MRAC801S ................................ £16.00

Locking petrol caps

Protect your valuable fuel and stop anyone dropping anything unwanted in your tank with one of our locking fuel caps.

TR4-4A chrome original style cap ............... 571086 ................................ £41.95
Chrome original style flip-up lozenge cap .......... GAC6001X ................................ £65.95

Moss favourite

twitter.com/mosseurope facebook.com/mosseurope for latest prices visit moss-europe.co.uk
Wire wheel essentials

Creating an air tight seal on a wire wheel can be somewhat difficult, making the use of inner tubes necessary and, to prevent the inner tube chaffing against the spoke nipples, the fitting of a rim band is highly recommended.

Inner tube for 15" x 155/165 tyres .......... .452-755 .......... £27.95
Inner tube for 15" x 175/185 tyres .......... .452-765 .......... £28.96
Rim band for 15" wheels .......... .452-750 .......... £9.95

Wire wheel tools

The use of a soft-faced hammer is essential if you do not want to damage chrome plated spinners when removing or fitting centre lock wheels. We have a choice of three soft hammers. Extra long spanners are also available, providing much greater leverage for spinners and therefore easier fitting. To help keep your wire wheels looking like new we recommend you use our specialist cleaning kit. We also supply a special lubricant to help keep the splines in good condition.

Copper and hide hammer ................. .C27290 .......... £22.92
Copper faced hammer .................. .11B5166 .......... £22.69
Spoke adjusting spanner ............... .MM385-800 .......... £7.96
Short octagonal spanner ................. .AHH5839 .......... £5.65
Long octagonal spanner ................. .MM386-120 .......... £46.96
Long spinner 2-eared .................. .MM386-125 .......... £46.96
Wooden wrench 2-eared ............... .AHH5839W .......... £20.95

(Unique double ended knock-off wrench, made from plywood, slips over the spinner for easy tightening and removal of spinners. Do not use with a hammer, simply stamp or stand on the ear to tighten or loosen).

Wire wheel cleaning kit .................. .GAC4134X .......... £3.46
Spline lubricant copper-eze 50g .......... .GGL9205X .......... £3.46

(Wire wheel convertion kits

Convert your conventional steel wheel rear and front hubs to accept splined hubs, enabling the fitting of wire wheels. Our kits contain everything you need to convert to centre lock wheels, including full instructions, splined hubs and all the necessary hardware, chrome spinners and a copper hide mallet. Our hub conversion kits do not contain road wheels. Check local regulations for eared spinners. Important Note: Wheel studs will require shortening for all models.

2-eared style spinner kit .......... .GAC7049X .......... £259.96
Octagonal style spinner kit .......... .GAC7050X .......... £259.96

Centre lock spinners

All our centre lock spinners are made from the highest quality materials and are precision engineered to ensure an accurate fit. We have three styles of spinner to choose from, octagonal, two or three eared. The two and three eared spinners can be fitted with a hammer or spinner while the octagonal spinners require fitting with a spanner. Please check local regulations for eared spinners.

2-eared spinner (8tpi) righthand ........ .AHA7373 .......... £22.96
2-eared spinner (8tpi) lefthand .......... .AHA7374 .......... £22.96
3-eared spinner (8tpi) righthand ........ .107949/3 .......... £45.95
3-eared spinner (8tpi) lefthand .......... .107948/3 .......... £45.95
Octagonal spinner (8tpi) righthand .... .88G606 .......... £22.96
Octagonal spinner (8tpi) lefthand ........ .88G607 .......... £22.96

Wheel spacers

These spacers allow small adjustments to be made to the offset when fitting alternative wheels. Can also be used if you don’t wish to shorten your wheel studs when fitting a wire wheel conversion. Please check with your nearest Moss branch if you are unsure.

3mm wheel spacer set (pair) .......... .TT6901 .......... £17.95
6mm wheel spacer set (pair) .......... .TT6902 .......... £17.95

Wheel trims

A popular accessory from days past were wheel embellisher trims. Easily fitted, these polished stainless steel trims will improve the appearance of steel wheels.

TR2 wheel trim 15" (each) ............... .502160Z .......... £57.95

White wall tyre trims

White wall tyres were a popular accessory, unfortunately most now tend to be made for the US market with much harder compounds than European tyres. However, we are able to supply a rubber ring which is sandwiched between the wheel rim and the tyre wall, recreating the look of white wall tyres but allowing the use of quality modern tyres.

White wall trim for 15" wheels (set of 4) .......... GLZ227/WWX4 .......... £51.95
Wire wheels

An essential part of a British classic sportscar’s styling was the fitment of wire wheels. Whether fitted as standard or not, a set of chrome wire wheels will not only enhance the appearance of your car, but also the value. Our wire wheels have stainless steel nipples and spokes, available in different specifications ie: 48, 60 or 72 spoke, chrome or painted, standard or uprated. Before fitting your tyre choice, please ensure there is adequate clearance between the tyres and wheel arches.

TR2-3A wire wheels
Standard 15” x 4” 48 spoke - painted ..............WWP450 £136.96
Standard 15” x 4” 48 spoke - chrome ............WWC450 £205.96
Wide 15” x 4.5” 60 spoke - painted .............WWP452 £145.96
Wide 15” x 4.5” 60 spoke - chrome .............WWC452 £214.96

TR4-4A wire wheels
Standard 15” x 4.5” 60 spoke - painted ..........WWP452 £145.96
Standard 15” x 4.5” 60 spoke - chrome .........WWC452 £214.96
Wide 15” x 5.5” 72 spoke - painted .............WWP457C £182.95
Wide 15” x 5.5” 72 spoke - chrome .............WWC457C £255.95

Centre laced wire wheels
These centre laced wheels are offered as a wide fitment for TR4-4A and are available with either 5.5” or 6” width giving a greater offset. Clearance can be tight against the wheel arches, particularly on lowered cars. They may also protrude past the bodywork.

Centre laced 15” x 5.5”*70 spoke - painted .......WWP370 £202.96
Centre laced 15” x 5.5”*70 spoke - chrome .....WWC370 £278.95
(*)Recommended tyre size 185/70R15.

Centre laced 15” x 6”*70 spoke - painted .........WWP365 £184.96
Centre laced 15” x 6”*70 spoke - chrome ........WWC365 £270.95
(**Recommended tyre size 195/65R15).

Alloy wheels

Centre lock alloy wheel
Offered as an alternative to wire wheels, these MiniLite style alloys are an ideal way to add period sporting style to your classic. Available in either silver or anthracite (dark grey) finish. The wheels are sold individually and are for fitment to splined hubs only. They can be used in conjunction with our centre lock conversion kits. Fitment note: TR2-3A will fit if the following tyre sizes are used: 165 x 15, 185/70 x 15 & 195/60 x 15. TR4 will be a tight fit whatever tyre size is used. TR4A-6 will fit if the following tyre sizes are used: 165 x 15, 185/70 x 15, 195/60 x 15 & 195/65 x 15.

Centre lock alloy 15” x 5.5” - silver (each) ....GAC8255X £189.95
Centre lock alloy 15” x 5.5” - anthracite (each) ...GAC8265X £189.95

MiniLite replica alloy wheels
These eight spoke, MiniLite replica bolt-on alloy wheels are a timeless classic design, adding a period charm to your classic. They are manufactured using the latest techniques and testing procedures to ensure the highest quality and reliability.

Available in 15” diameter, the wheels are sold individually and are supplied centre caps. Before fitting your tyre choice, please ensure there is adequate clearance between tyres and wheel arches. Do not fit with standard wheel nuts, only use the special wheel nuts listed below.

Alloy wheel 15” x 5.5” - silver ..............GAC8225X £95.70
Alloy wheel 15” x 6” - silver ..............GAC8245X £109.96
Wheel nut tube type (each) ...........GAC8225XNT £2.40
Metal painted hub cap (each) ........GAC8211X £4.20
(For early 8 spoke alloys with 55mm hole).

Plastic painted hub cap (each) ........GAC8201XPP £4.20
(For current 8 spoke alloys with 52mm hole).

Centre cap - replacement (each) ........GAC8277X £2.40
Wheel nut - tube type (each) ..........GAC8225XNT £2.40
Locking wheel nut set (tube nut) .........GAC8225XLN £24.46
(For MiniLite and Revolution wheels).

Revolution alloy wheels
These classic 5 spoke revolution alloy wheels feature black centres with a diamond cut polished rims and look great on a TR. Supplied individually with centre cap. Wheel nuts sold separately.

Revolution wheel 15” x 6” 5 spoke ............GAC82701X £114.95
Wheel nut - tube type (each) ........GAC8225XNT £2.40
Centre cap - replacement (each) ........GAC8277X £8.42
Alternatively our 4 spoke Revolution is a lightweight 3 piece split-rim wheel ideal for road and competition use.

Please note: All wheels are sold individually unless otherwise stated, ensure you use the correct wheel nuts for each wheel.

Locking wheel nut sets
The TriLock system uses a socket with 3 pins that are uniquely matched to the locking nuts. The coned locking nuts are suitable for original steel wheels only. The tube locking nuts are suitable for MiniLite & Revolution alloy wheels only. They are sold as a set of four and are supplied with a security socket for removal.

Locking wheel nut set (coned nut) ..........MLN006 £18.35
Locking wheel nut set (tube nut) ..........GAC8225XLN £24.46
(Use for MiniLite and Revolution wheels).
**Auxiliary reverse & fog lamps**

Many classics were not originally fitted with reverse or rear fog lamps. These universal polished stainless steel lamps measure 55mm x 110mm (2” x 4.5” approx.) and can be easily fitted, ideal for mounting under bumpers etc...

- **Auxiliary fog lamp** ...........................................GAC4608 ..................£17.95
- **Auxiliary reverse lamp** ...........................................GWW102X ..................£17.20
- **Bulb replacement 12V 20W (each)** .........................GAC4608B ..................£2.95

**Chrome headlamp stone guards**

Add some protection to your headlamps with these period chrome guards.

- **Stone guard chrome clip fit (pair)** .........................GAC8000X ..................£16.96

**Chrome headlamp peaks**

A good excuse to fit some chrome.

- **Headlamp peaks (pair)** ...........................................GAC7999X ..................£10.75

**Spot & fog lamps**

Give your TR a classic rally look with our range of lamps, and see where you’re going at night! The spot & fog lamps can be fitted using a lamp bar.

- **Chrome 5.5” angel eye spot lamps (pair)** ...............GAC4601 ..................£51.00
- **Chrome 5.5” angel eye fog lamps (pair)** ..................GAC4602 ..................£49.96
- **Stainless steel 5” driving lamps (pair)** .....................GAC4619 ..................£46.96

**Auxiliary reverse & fog lamps**

Many classics were not originally fitted with reverse or rear fog lamps. These universal polished stainless steel lamps measure 55mm x 110mm (2” x 4.5” approx.) and can be easily fitted, ideal for mounting under bumpers etc...

- **Auxiliary fog lamp** ...........................................GAC4608 ..................£17.95
- **Auxiliary reverse lamp** ...........................................GWW102X ..................£17.20
- **Bulb replacement 12V 20W (each)** .........................GAC4608B ..................£2.95

**Chrome headlamp stone guards**

Add some protection to your headlamps with these period chrome guards.

- **Stone guard chrome clip fit (pair)** .........................GAC8000X ..................£16.96

**Chrome headlamp peaks**

A good excuse to fit some chrome.

- **Headlamp peaks (pair)** ...........................................GAC7999X ..................£10.75

**Spot & fog lamps**

Give your TR a classic rally look with our range of lamps, and see where you’re going at night! The spot & fog lamps can be fitted using a lamp bar.

- **Chrome 5.5” angel eye spot lamps (pair)** ...............GAC4601 ..................£51.00
- **Chrome 5.5” angel eye fog lamps (pair)** ..................GAC4602 ..................£49.96
- **Stainless steel 5” driving lamps (pair)** .....................GAC4619 ..................£46.96

**Auxiliary reverse & fog lamps**

Many classics were not originally fitted with reverse or rear fog lamps. These universal polished stainless steel lamps measure 55mm x 110mm (2” x 4.5” approx.) and can be easily fitted, ideal for mounting under bumpers etc...

- **Auxiliary fog lamp** ...........................................GAC4608 ..................£17.95
- **Auxiliary reverse lamp** ...........................................GWW102X ..................£17.20
- **Bulb replacement 12V 20W (each)** .........................GAC4608B ..................£2.95

**Chrome headlamp stone guards**

Add some protection to your headlamps with these period chrome guards.

- **Stone guard chrome clip fit (pair)** .........................GAC8000X ..................£16.96

**Chrome headlamp peaks**

A good excuse to fit some chrome.

- **Headlamp peaks (pair)** ...........................................GAC7999X ..................£10.75

**Spot & fog lamps**

Give your TR a classic rally look with our range of lamps, and see where you’re going at night! The spot & fog lamps can be fitted using a lamp bar.

- **Chrome 5.5” angel eye spot lamps (pair)** ...............GAC4601 ..................£51.00
- **Chrome 5.5” angel eye fog lamps (pair)** ..................GAC4602 ..................£49.96
- **Stainless steel 5” driving lamps (pair)** .....................GAC4619 ..................£46.96

**Auxiliary reverse & fog lamps**

Many classics were not originally fitted with reverse or rear fog lamps. These universal polished stainless steel lamps measure 55mm x 110mm (2” x 4.5” approx.) and can be easily fitted, ideal for mounting under bumpers etc...

- **Auxiliary fog lamp** ...........................................GAC4608 ..................£17.95
- **Auxiliary reverse lamp** ...........................................GWW102X ..................£17.20
- **Bulb replacement 12V 20W (each)** .........................GAC4608B ..................£2.95

**Chrome headlamp stone guards**

Add some protection to your headlamps with these period chrome guards.

- **Stone guard chrome clip fit (pair)** .........................GAC8000X ..................£16.96

**Chrome headlamp peaks**

A good excuse to fit some chrome.

- **Headlamp peaks (pair)** ...........................................GAC7999X ..................£10.75

**Spot & fog lamps**

Give your TR a classic rally look with our range of lamps, and see where you’re going at night! The spot & fog lamps can be fitted using a lamp bar.

- **Chrome 5.5” angel eye spot lamps (pair)** ...............GAC4601 ..................£51.00
- **Chrome 5.5” angel eye fog lamps (pair)** ..................GAC4602 ..................£49.96
- **Stainless steel 5” driving lamps (pair)** .....................GAC4619 ..................£46.96

**Auxiliary reverse & fog lamps**

Many classics were not originally fitted with reverse or rear fog lamps. These universal polished stainless steel lamps measure 55mm x 110mm (2” x 4.5” approx.) and can be easily fitted, ideal for mounting under bumpers etc...

- **Auxiliary fog lamp** ...........................................GAC4608 ..................£17.95
- **Auxiliary reverse lamp** ...........................................GWW102X ..................£17.20
- **Bulb replacement 12V 20W (each)** .........................GAC4608B ..................£2.95

**Chrome headlamp stone guards**

Add some protection to your headlamps with these period chrome guards.

- **Stone guard chrome clip fit (pair)** .........................GAC8000X ..................£16.96

**Chrome headlamp peaks**

A good excuse to fit some chrome.

- **Headlamp peaks (pair)** ...........................................GAC7999X ..................£10.75

**Spot & fog lamps**

Give your TR a classic rally look with our range of lamps, and see where you’re going at night! The spot & fog lamps can be fitted using a lamp bar.

- **Chrome 5.5” angel eye spot lamps (pair)** ...............GAC4601 ..................£51.00
- **Chrome 5.5” angel eye fog lamps (pair)** ..................GAC4602 ..................£49.96
- **Stainless steel 5” driving lamps (pair)** .....................GAC4619 ..................£46.96

**Auxiliary reverse & fog lamps**

Many classics were not originally fitted with reverse or rear fog lamps. These universal polished stainless steel lamps measure 55mm x 110mm (2” x 4.5” approx.) and can be easily fitted, ideal for mounting under bumpers etc...

- **Auxiliary fog lamp** ...........................................GAC4608 ..................£17.95
- **Auxiliary reverse lamp** ...........................................GWW102X ..................£17.20
- **Bulb replacement 12V 20W (each)** .........................GAC4608B ..................£2.95

**Chrome headlamp stone guards**

Add some protection to your headlamps with these period chrome guards.

- **Stone guard chrome clip fit (pair)** .........................GAC8000X ..................£16.96

**Chrome headlamp peaks**

A good excuse to fit some chrome.

- **Headlamp peaks (pair)** ...........................................GAC7999X ..................£10.75

**Spot & fog lamps**

Give your TR a classic rally look with our range of lamps, and see where you’re going at night! The spot & fog lamps can be fitted using a lamp bar.

- **Chrome 5.5” angel eye spot lamps (pair)** ...............GAC4601 ..................£51.00
- **Chrome 5.5” angel eye fog lamps (pair)** ..................GAC4602 ..................£49.96
- **Stainless steel 5” driving lamps (pair)** .....................GAC4619 ..................£46.96
H4 halogen headlamp conversions

Fitting modern halogen headlamps is one of the most worthwhile safety improvements you can make to your classic. Powerful halogen bulbs combined with improved lens design, result in a superior light beam and pattern. Replacement lens units are available, please see the Restoration section.

Wipac quad optic kits
No pilot RHD (pair) ...................... GAC4022 ................... £39.95
No pilot LHD (pair) ...................... MGE203 ...................... £49.96
With pilot RHD (pair) .................... GAC4023Z .................. £39.95
With pilot LHD (pair) .................... WPS4699 ...................... £59.95

Lucas H4 asymmetric kits
These are genuine Lucas H4 asymmetric halogen lamp units, only available with a pilot light.

With pilot RHD (pair) .................... GAC4023 .................. £85.94
With pilot LHD (pair) .................... LULUB802 ................... £90.95

You can choose to fit the standard 60/55W H4 bulbs, or replace them with either uprated H4 100/90W or super white xenon bulbs. The super white xenon bulbs are approximately 30% brighter than halogen.

Replacement bulbs
H4 60/55 watts (each) .................. GLB472 .................. £3.84
H4 100/90 watts (check regulations) (each) .................. GLB484 .................. £5.75
Xenon H4 60/55 watts (pair) .............. GLB472X .................. £8.45
Xenon H4 60/55 watts blue tint (pair) ........... GLB472BLU .................. £8.35

Headlamp kits - HID H4 conversion

HID (High Intensity Discharge) headlamps are a breakthrough in vehicle lighting technology and are found in many current production cars. Now classic cars can benefit from this technology with this HID bulb conversion kit exclusively from Moss Europe.

• Higher light output - up to 3 times brighter than halogen
• Safer night driving - brighter light with improved range
• Nominal 3.5 amp draw when on, ideal for dynamo equipped cars
• Longer lasting bulbs - at least 6 times longer than halogen

Fitment note: This kit does not include the headlamp units. If your car is already fitted with H4 halogen headlamps, this kit is a direct fit. However, if your car is fitted with sealed beam units, P45 or other types of headlamps you will need to purchase an H4 halogen conversion separately. Negative earth only. For more information, please check our website. HID bulb kits are sold for off road use only.

HID bulb conversion kit - H4 .................. GAC4022H .................. £147.95

Tripod headlamps

Original equipment on early British cars. These Tripod style headlamps can be retro fitted to any suitable classic, but expect a reduction in light output. Suitable for period drives in the country on a warm summers evening. Tripod headlamps use BPF bulbs.

Tripod headlamp assembly RHD (each) .................. 506370X ........... £78.95
Tripod headlamp assembly LHD (each) .................. 506372X ........... £Call
Tripod lamp unit RHD (each) ..................... LU554308 ........... £66.95
Tripod lamp unit LHD (each) ..................... LU555296 ........... £68.95
Replacement bulb RHD (each) .................. GLB414 .................. £4.94
Replacement bulb halogen RHD (each) .................. GLBH414 ........... £Call
Replacement bulb LHD (each) .................. GLB415 .................. £7.66

Headlamp relay kits

Fitting halogen headlamps puts high loads on electrical components. These kits allow easy installation of relays into the headlamp circuit allowing for the high current circuit to be run through the relay. Fitting relays in headlamp circuits protects your wiring and reduces the resistance in the circuit allowing full power to the lamps. Kits include relays and fittings. The single relay kit can also be used for wiring spotlight, horn and other electrical accessories.

Headlamp relay kit 2 relay .................. 117-515 ........... £34.96
(Inc: 2 relays, pre-wired relay holders, fitted terminals, fittings & instructions).
Relay kit 1 relay .................. GAC4027 ........... £11.30
(Inc: 1 relay, non-assembled wiring, terminals & fittings).
PVC tubing black pre cut metre .................. 504806 ........... £0.70

Crystal halogen headlamp kits

These crystal lamps give your car a modern look with the beam pattern moulded into the reflector rather than the lens. Manufactured with a tough polycarbonate clear lens they are available with or without pilot lamp, and are a direct replacement for original 7” sealed beam or H4 conversion lamp units. Headlamp bulbs are supplied separately.

Crystal halogen without side light kit** (pair) .................. GAC4022X ........... £41.95
Crystal halogen with side light kit** (pair) .................. GAC4023X ........... £44.95
(‘**E’ marked for legal road use, no dip pattern).

Crystal halogen with angel eye kit* (pair) .................. GAC4600 ........... £51.95
Crystal halogen kit* (pair) .................. GAC4615 ........... £35.70
(‘NOT ‘E’ marked for legal road use, no dip pattern).
**Car covers**

Protecting your cherished classic with a car cover will help to keep the paint, hood and brightwork in the best possible condition and safe from the elements. Whether you need a cover to keep the dust off your car whilst in your garage, a lightweight cover to take to the shows and occasional use, or a cover that provides weather protection for cars kept outside all year round. Moss has the perfect car cover to fit your car!

**Must only be used on a dry car.**

** Loose fit indoor covers**

Loose fitting indoor covers made from a soft non-scratch blue poly-cotton/polyester mix material that is Scotchguarded making it damp and drip resistant. Elasticated ends for a snug fit and door zips to allow easy access.

Car covers must only be used on a dry car.

**Weatherproof outdoor covers**

Our range of outdoor weatherproof car covers are manufactured from breathable fabrics. They feature double-stitched seams throughout, with neoprene elastic sewn into the front and rear hems. Fitted with reinforced, scratch-proof grommets for tying down.

Note: No car cover is completely waterproof. Simply choose the fabric to suit your requirements: Mosom Plus or Stormproof.

Car covers must only be used on a dry car.

**Mosom Plus (2 year warranty)**

Rain resistant, yet breathable, it features a multi-layer polypropylene fabric which remains soft and pliable in all weather conditions with a soft lining. Recommended for short-term outdoor use, ideal for use in outdoor covered areas such as car ports. It also works well for an upgrade indoor cover.

Car covers must only be used on a dry car.

TR2-3A Mosom Plus car cover .......................... GAC2011X .... £105.95
TR2-3A Mosom Plus car cover .......................... 237-420 .... £105.95

**Stormproof (5 year warranty)**

The maximum protection for your classic. Three layers of fabric offer excellent protection from dust and moisture, yet allows condensation to evaporate. Lightweight, compact and fast drying to allow easy storage.

Recommended for all weather outdoor use - the ultimate cover!

Car covers must only be used on a dry car.

TR2-3A Stormproof car cover .......................... 237-415 .... £239.95
TR4-4A Stormproof car cover .......................... GAC1070X .... £239.95

**Cable and lock**

Make your cover secure and keep prying eyes away with this cable and lock.

Car cover cable and lock .......................... GAC2022X .... £12.30
Stowage bag .......................... GAC2013X .... £12.20

**Hardtop storage**

Protect your hardtop when it’s off the car and keep it out of the way with one of our hardtop storage systems.

1 Universal hardtop wall storage brackets .......................... VUB101340 .... £35.65
2 Universal hardtop storage pouch .......................... GAC1005 .... £136.94
3 Universal hardtop storage caddy and cover .......................... MXV1120X .... £127.96

**TR4-4A Surrey tops**

The Moss replacement high quality GRP Surrey top is a must for all TR4-4A owners, the ideal solution between a coupé and convertible. For fixtures and fittings please see page 149 in the Restoration section.

**Steel reinforced GRP rear frame** .......................... 566993X .... £251.95
**Backlight glass - plain** .......................... 902343 .... £239.95
**Backlight glass - green tinted** .......................... 902343G .... £264.95
**Backlight glass - plain and heated** .......................... 902343H .... £245.95
**Backlight glass - green tinted and heated** .......................... 902343GH .... £265.96
**Backlight perspex - lightweight alternative** .......................... 902343X .... £99.95

**GRP Surrey top roof** .......................... 566994X .... £292.96
**Pop-in style headlining for hard Surrey top** .......................... 713149X .... £81.95

**Vinyl Surrey top - black** .......................... 806696 .... £284.95
**Vinyl Surrey top - white** .......................... 806697 .... £284.95

**Frame for vinyl Surrey top** .......................... 806603 .... £88.96
Hood stowage covers

TR3A vinyl stick cover - black ................. 559444 ...... £89.95
TR4A vinyl stowage cover - black ............. 708722 ...... £91.94

Vinyl, double duck and mohair hoods

The hoods supplied by Moss are made on jigs matching those used by the factory. The vinyl used is from the same supplier that supplied the Triumph factory. These are the closest you will get to an original hood in terms of fit and appearance.

Mohair was the original material used on the Triumph Stag, it gives a high quality, fade free look but can be more difficult to fit as it has less stretch than vinyl based materials. Double duck is a canvas based material which whilst being durable, is prone to fading in direct sunlight and can develop a milky white tinge. All mohair and double duck hoods have their windows sewn in.

TR2 vinyl hood with single window - black .... 551863 ...... £239.95
TR2-3A vinyl hood with welded window - black .703169 ...... £384.95
TR2-3A mohair hood with sewn window - black .703169MH .... £475.96
TR3A* vinyl hood with welded window - black .704108 ...... £229.96
TR3A* mohair hood with sewn window - black .704108MH .... £402.60

(*TS28826 on).

TR4 vinyl hood - black ......................... 705963Z .... £289.96
TR4 vinyl hood - white ......................... 705963W .... £262.24
TR4 double duck hood - black .................. 705963DD .... £377.95
TR4A vinyl hood - black ......................... 572598Z .... £310.96
TR4A mohair hood - black ...................... 572598MH .... £459.95

TR2-3A vinyl LHD - black ..................... 559478 ...... £163.96
TR2-3A vinyl RHD - black ..................... 559479 ...... £163.96
TR4-4A vinyl no headrests LHD - black ...... 822006 ...... £122.95
TR4-4A vinyl no headrests RHD - black ...... 822002 ...... £122.95
TR4-4A double duck no headrests LHD - black .TD7004 ...... £209.95
TR4-4A double duck no headrests RHD - black .TD7002 ...... £204.95
TR4-4A vinyl with headrests LHD - black .... 822101 ...... £193.96
TR4-4A vinyl with headrests RHD - black .... 822091 ...... £259.96
TR4-4A double duck with headrests LHD - black .TD7003 ...... £196.96
TR4-4A double duck with headrests RHD - black .TD7001 ...... £193.96

Tonneau

Protect your interior from prying eyes and the harmful effects of the sun's rays when parked with the hood down with a quality tonneau cover made to the original specifications. Special requirements may be available to order please contact your nearest Moss branch.

TR2-3A vinyl LHD - black ..................... 559478 ...... £163.96
TR2-3A vinyl RHD - black ..................... 559479 ...... £163.96
TR4-4A vinyl no headrests LHD - black ...... 822006 ...... £122.95
TR4-4A vinyl no headrests RHD - black ...... 822002 ...... £122.95
TR4-4A double duck no headrests LHD - black .TD7004 ...... £209.95
TR4-4A double duck no headrests RHD - black .TD7002 ...... £204.95
TR4-4A vinyl with headrests LHD - black .... 822101 ...... £193.96
TR4-4A vinyl with headrests RHD - black .... 822091 ...... £259.96
TR4-4A double duck with headrests LHD - black .TD7003 ...... £196.96
TR4-4A double duck with headrests RHD - black .TD7001 ...... £193.96

Aeroscreens

Our period style aeroscreens feature a polished cast aluminium frame, chrome plated fittings, complete with mounting brackets and laminated safety glass.

Aeroscreen and brackets (each) .................. 700896 ...... £69.95
Aeroscreen fitting kit .............................. 700896FK .... £9.46
Fixing screw (each) ............................... AD608063 .... £0.25
Attachment bolt (each) ......................... 602078 ...... £9.46

Sun visors

Our polished and tinted plexiglass sun visors are suitable for TR2-3A and TR4. They fit on the top of the windscreen frame - which requires drilling.

TR2-3A sun visor (each) ......................... MM240-300 .... £23.50
TR4 sun visor kit ................................. MM647-500 .......... £Call

Windstop

Keep that immaculate hair style when driving with the top down by using a windstop. Made from a black vinyl trimmed metal frame with a mesh screen to cut wind without obstructing visibility. Comes with all brackets and fittings for easy fitment.

TR4-4A windstop ................................. GAC4099X ...... £204.55

Wind wings

These polished clear plexiglass wind wings only fit the TR2-3A. They simply clip on to the side of the windscreen frame, so there is no need for drilling.

TR2-3A wind wing set (pair) ..................... MM647-000 ...... £66.95
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